
The One-Bike Collection, re-imagined



The One-Bike Collection, re-imagined
Roadmachine’s renowned compliance and versatility 
blends with the performance DNA of our World-Tour 
winning bikes and lets you ride further and faster.

Smoother
The Endurance-tuned carbon layup has been developed 
to enable frame, fork, and seatpost to work as a system 
and deliver an incredibly plush and balanced riding feel 
on varying road bike terrain.

The Perfect Fit For Every Rider
A carefully selected geometry progression across frame 
sizes and a broad collection of Integrated Cockpit System 
stem dimensions enable the perfect fit for every rider. The 
fine-tuned setup delivers a super-clean look and optimum 
performance.

Faster
The Roadmachine boasts a lightweight frame and 
paramount power transfer. Its performance-oriented DNA 
makes it an ultra-efficient ride on a wide range of terrain. 

Sleekest
The Integrated Cockpit System makes the new 
Roadmachine the most integrated endurance road bike 
in the game. The stealth cable routing creates a uniquely 
clean look and improved aerodynamics. 



Ample Tire Clearance
Adapt to your needs with 
33mm tire clearance.

TCC Endurance
Frame, fork and D-Shaped seatpost work  
as a unit for a superior level of compliance.

ICS Technology
Stealth cable routing  
for a sleek look.

Top Tube Mount
Mounting option for bolt-on top-tube 
bags and accessories.

Endurance-tuned Premium Carbon
An Endurance-tuned Carbon layup for superior compliance 
and superb power transfer in a lightweight package.

Dfender 
A minimalist fender designed 
for the D-shape seatpost.



Sleek
ICS Technology
Stealth cable routing for a sleek look and 
improved aerodynamics; plus unlimited 
fitting options, perfect functionality.

Sleek Cockpit
ICS is adaptable to rider needs, while 
keeping the cockpit tidy and utilizing a 
GoPro-style interface.



D-Shape Seatpost
D-Shape and Endurance-tuned 
carbon layup for an incredibly 
compliant ride.

Compliant
Endurance-tuned Compliance
The Endurance-tuned carbon layup enables the fork and 
the dropped seat stays to work in sync to deliver an 
extremely compliant and balanced ride, front to back.



33mm Tire Clearance
Ample tire clearance adds versatility  
for a broad variety of surfaces.

Versatile

Dfender
Ride in any weather with an integrated, 
lightweight, and minimalist fender 
designed for the D-shape seatpost.
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A Perfect Fit
Roadmachine delivers the perfect fit for 
every rider across frame sizes thanks to 
an improved, more linear stack & reach 
progression for size 56 and up. A finely 
tuned Endurance fit is now available for 
every rider.

ICS stems are offered in 10 sizes to let 
you find the perfectly tuned fit. We 
designed low and high top-cones to make 
sure a perfectly dialed fit is achieved with 
a clean aesthetic. Less spacers equals 
greater performance and sleeker style.
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0° Angle 

- 55/70/80/90/100mm

12° angle  

- 90/100/110/120/130mm



✓ Integrated look 

✓ Adjustability 

✓ Aerodynamics 

✓ Functionality

Integrated Cockpit 
System Technology
Integrated Cockpit System (ICS) technology provides an 
incredibly clean look and aerodynamic performance with 
no compromise on functionality and adjustability.



Create the Perfect Fit 

ICS is available in a wide range of stem dimensions to 
enable riders to create their ideal riding position.

Easy Maintenance
Easy installation, adjustment and service as well as a 
weatherproof location for electronic cables and hydraulic 
housing.

Complete Adjustability
Complete stack and reach adjustability with a wide range 
of stem dimensions; a dedicated spacer system for easy 
fit adjustment without stem removal and hydraulic hose 
disconnection.

Feature Adaptable
ICS stems are compatible with all computer mounts using 
the GoPro interface, providing clean mounting solutions 
for most devices.

Garmin and GoPro mounts
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TCC fork
Extra vertical 
compliance and  
solid lateral stiffness 
for perfect control 
and comfort on 
rough surfaces.

Dropped Seatstays
Our iconic dropped, 
flat seatstays design 
allows optimized 
vertical compliance 
for premium ride 
quality.

D-Shape Seatpost
D-Shaped post for 
a balanced and 
compliant ride.

TCC Endurance Technology

TCC Endurance, the most capable 
version of our Tuned Compliance 
Concept technology, is designed to 
take the edge off even the roughest 
roads and keeps you pushing harder 
and longer.

Specific areas of the frame move in 
predefined patterns to create the right 
amount of vertical compliance without 
compromising lateral stiffness.

The end result is the ultimate balance 
between comfort and performance in 
a ride that is both forgiving and fast.



Capable 
Endurance 
Geometry
A proven and well-balanced geometry 
to tackle every terrain with confidence. 
From high-speed corners on tarmac to 
the varying terrains of back-roads, the 
Endurance Geometry delivers versatile 
performance.



Improving the Best 
Endurance Machine

Climb Faster and Corner  
like a Champion
Roadmachine features a lightweight 
895g frame with outstanding power 
transfer: a new benchmark for he 
Endurance category that promotes 
promoting efficient climbing, sharp 
accelerations, and precise handling.

+ 5% Bottom Bracket 
Stiffness: 

Efficient climbing and  
sharp accelerations*

+20% Torsional Stiffness:

Incredibly Responsive 
Handling*

*vs Roadmachine 2019



Control and Compliance
We improved the Roadmachine’s 
vertical compliance by a staggering 
25% for a smoother than ever ride on 
a wide variety of terrains.

A new fork completes the picture with 
precise steering and superior control 
without compromising the compliant 
riding feel it’s renown for.

+ 25% Vertical Compliance

Improved Lateral Stiffness 
Unvaried vertical compliance



Pebble Green Dark Grey
ROADMACHINE 01 TWO

Petrol Blue

ROADMACHINE 01 THREE
Carbon
ROADMACHINE 01 FOUR

Choose Your Ride

ROADMACHINE 01 ONE



Carbon

Light Grey
ROADMACHINE 01 THREE

BMC Red

ROADMACHINE 02 TWOROADMACHINE 02 ONE



Amber

ROADMACHINE 01 ICS MODULE
Stealth

ROADMACHINE 01 ICS MODULE


